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The buncheong tradition

Buncheong is a technique traditionally employed in Korean ceramic production and 

it has been applied in the first two centuries of the Joseon dynasty, which spanned 

between 1392 and 1910. It is argued to be a continuation of the green-glazed stoneware 

decorated with white slip. Its use ranges from household to aristocratic and ritual use 

(McKillop, 1992).

It is characterised by earthy colours and the use of white slip decoration, which can be 

applied with various techniques. The term ‘deonbeong’ refers to the practice of dipping 

the upper half of the pot in white slip and pouring away the excess of liquid. The first item 

displayed in this catalogue has been decorated with this technique. On the other hand, 

‘guiyal’ refers to the practice of brushing the surface of the pot in a spontaneous way with 

white slip. Korean painted white slip works were so appreciated by the Japanese that 

they have been imitated in Japan from the 16th century onwards until now (Moes, 1987). 

The third item displayed in this catalogue has been decorated with this technique. Other 

than abstract designs, common decorations are floral patterns which can be stamped, 

painted or carved. 



An example of stamped decoration is present on the ninth piece shown in this catalogue.

Buncheong production in Korea ended in the 1590’s. There is no certainty about why 

buncheong production ended but some factors can be taken into account, such as 

the intense desire for white wares, Japanese invasions and their disruptive impact on 

the economic activity, the kidnapping of Korean potters and their relocation to Japan  

(McKillop, 1992)



Antiques



Buncheong Deonbeong (dipped) Pot

15th-16th century 

H13cm D12cm 



Buncheong Deonbeong (dipped) Bowl

Kim Hae

15th-16th century 

H6.5cm D17.5cm 



Buncheong Guiyal Bowl

15th-16th century 

H9cm D18cm 



Buncheong Guiyal Bowl

15th-16th century 

H7.9cm D17.8cm 



Buncheong Deonbeong Pot

15th-16th century 

H12cm D9.5cm 





Buncheong Bottle 

15th century 

H18cm 



Buncheong Bottle 

Gye Reong San

Stoneware decorated with white slip and iron

15th century 

H29.5cm D8cm 







Buncheong Bottle

15th century 

H29cm D8cm 



Buncheong Stem Cup with a Stamped Deco

15th century 

H8cm D10.5cm 





Buncheong Dish

15th century

H3.5cm D15cm 



Buncheong Dish Guiyal

15th century 

H3.5cm D12cm 





Buncheong Tea Bowl

15th century

H8.2cm D18cm 



Kim Munho

Artist Kim Munho was born in Mukpo 

City, South Korea, in 1957. In 1988 the 

artist earned a degre from Mokpo National 

University’s department of sculpture and 

held his first solo exhibition in Seoul in 

1997. In 2000 he continued his studies 

at Mokpo National Univerisy towards a 

postgraduate degee, leading him to earn 

a MFA in Ceramic. Kim also became 

chairman of the “National Art Associations” 

in Mokpo City and President of the “Muan 

County Artists Hall” and “Mulahyeyo” 

workshop. Selected Exhibitions:

Kyeongju Culture Expo, Korea

BODE Galerie, Germany

Muan Buncheong Tea Bowl Exhibition

Invitational Exhibition at Han Collection, 

UK Gana Art Centre, Seoul, South Korea



Buncheong Tea Bowl

Kim Munho

H10cm D18cm 



Buncheong Tea Bowl

Kim Munho

H9.5cm D18.2cm 



Buncheong Tea Bowl

Kim Munho 

H8cm D12cm 



Shin Sangho & Yoo Byungho 

Yoo Byungho has been collaborating 

with Master Shin Sangho for many years. 

Artist Yoo studied at Hong-Ik Univerisity, 

department of Craft Design of Fine Arts. 

His works belong to the buncheong 

tradition to which they add with exquisitely 

designed and crafted works of art. Some 

of his works are part of permanent Royal 

Trust Collection. The floral motif of the 

chrysanthemum is often present, carrying a 

deep symbolic value of Confucian origin.

Artist Shin studied at Hong-Ik university as 

well and is currently a Professor Emeritus 

in Fine Arts at Hong-Ik univeristy. 

The artis is also a member of the 

International Academy of Ceramics 

(I.A.C.) and worked as a curator on several 

occastions.

Both artists exhibited in Korea and 

internationally in the UK,  Japan and in the 

EU.



Buncheong Tea Bowl with Stamped White Slip and Gold Deco

Yoo Byungho

H7.5cm D12.5cm 





Flattened Buncheong Bottle

Yoo Byungho

H23.5cm D7.3cm (mouth)



Buncheong Pot with Stamped Deco

Shin Sangho

H8cm D8.5cm 





Kim Panki

Kim Panki earned the title of Master after 

spending many, many years practicing

in his studio and bringing to life pieces 

which combine two technicques historically 

employed in Korean ceramic tradition: 

celadon and comb-pattern design.

The artist’s production is vast, and celadon 

pieces, together with buncheong pieces and 

moon jars, enrich the collection.

Selected exhibitions include exhibitions in 

France, Germany, Italy and at Collect Fair 

and Saatchi Gallery in London, UK.





Buncheong Bottle

Kim Panki

H20cm D5cm (mouth)







Buncheong Large Bowl

Kim Panki



Ji Suntak

Ji Suntak played a very important role 

in the history of Korean ceramics, as he 

studied and preserved the legacy of Korean 

ceramic culture.

During the 1940’s and 1950’s the artist took 

part to archeological research of historical 

kiln sites in Korea and, as a potter, he 

achieved the true colour of celadon and 

white porcelain by endlessly experimenting 

with glazes and learning from his research.

In 1957 the artist founded Goryeo Pottery, 

aiming to revive and perpetuate Korean 

ceramic culture and techniques. His efforts 

have been crucial in making Icheon City 

the centre of ceramics in Korea.

 He also trained many young artists who 

later on established their own professional 

art practice, becoming leading figures in the 

contemporary art scene.

Selected exhibitions include exhibitions in 

Korea, Japan, and at Collect Fair in London, 

UK.







Buncheong Pot

Ji Suntak

H20cm D6cm 



Kim Jeongok

Artist Kim is the only ‘Human Cultural 

Property’ in the art of traditional 

earthenware making designated by 

the Korean goverment. The artist uses 

the buncheong technique achieving 

exquisite results and showing his works 

internationally.

Selected exhibitions include exhibitions in 

the USA, Canada, and in the EU.







Buncheong Bottle

Kim Jeongok

H23cm D7cm  (mouth)



Jo Seungju

Jo Seungju was a student of master Ji 

Suntak. His pen name was Ungok and 

he was born in 1944. In 1967 he began 

an apprenticeship under Ji Suntak and 

graduated with a History degree at Yonsei 

University. In 1975 he opened his own 

studio called ‘Borim Dowan’. 

In the same year he had an exhibition 

in Japan called “Goryeo Celadon and 

Joseon Porcelain”. In 1976 the artist had an 

exhibition in Osaka and in 1977 in Tokyo. 

In 1978 he had a show of contemporary 

ceramic in Tokyo and in 1980 he had his 

first solo exhibition in Tokyo. 

In the following years the artist had more 

solo exhibitions in Japan.

In Japan, Jo is a respected potter and con-

sidered the best Korean tea bowl maker. 

Selected exhibitons: the artist had a few 

exhibitions in Korea, but most of his shows 

took place in Japan.



 Buncheong Tea Bowl

Jo Seungju

H6.2cm D11.5cm 



Buncheong Plate

Jo  Seungju

H5cm D23.5cm 



Buncheong Tea Bowl

Jo  Seungju

H8.5cm D13.3cm 



Lee Kanghyo

Born in 1961, Lee Kanghyo studied a 

Bachelor of Fine Arts at Hongik University. 

After training in the traditional Korean 

technique onggi and working as an 

assistant, Lee started his own studio. The 

artist masters the onggi technique and 

the buncheong technique, achieveing 

outstanding quality in his works. 

Selected exhibitons and collections inlcude: 

Korea, V&A Museum and British Museum 

(UK), the USA, France and Italy.





Large Buncheong Plate with Fish Deco

Lee Kanghyo

69x10cm 
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